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Abstract
Service innovation is attracting attention with the
expanding service industries and economies.
Accompanied by major developments in ICT and
sensory and digital technologies, the interest in digital
service innovation (DSI), both from academia and
industry, is increasing. Digitization and the
accompanying technological advancements are
leading to phenomena that call for extensive research
in relation to service innovation; one of which is big
data analytics (BDA). In this paper, we review the DSI
literature and explore how BDA can contribute along
the different dimensions of DSI. The ex post literature
suffers from the lack of such studies. Accordingly, we
suggest a research agenda for BDA-enabled DSI,
motivated by emerging research gaps, as well as
opportunities and guiding research questions. It is
expected that such research agenda will contribute to
shape an ex ante research efforts in an attempt to
advance the state-of-the-art in BDA-enabled DSI.

1. Introduction
Digital Service Innovation (DSI) is an emerging
research domain focusing on understanding the
mechanisms by which digital technologies can enable
innovation of service. There are two strong
motivational forces behind the emergence of DSI.
Firstly, the interest in service innovation among public
and private organizations has grown considerably over
the last decade [1] as they strive to strengthen their
innovative capacity [6], giving way to concepts and
paradigms such as product service systems [7],
servitization [8], and service-dominant logic [9].
Secondly, the pervasiveness of digital technology in
society at large has its impact on service innovation
evident through diverse phenomena such as social
media practices [2], Internet of things [3], and
crowdsourcing [4,5].
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Common to most of the above-mentioned
phenomena is that their enactment generates or is
enabled by large amounts of digital traces, namely big
data. For instance, a feature like Google Traffic would
not have emerged if it were not for the crowdsourcing
of traffic and mobile usage data, pervasiveness of
mobile apps such as Google Maps and Big Data
analytics (BDA) techniques that estimate traffic
conditions in real-time. While BDA is often reported to
bring high returns to organizations investing in its
technologies [11-13], it is often overlooked in relation
to service research and service innovation [10][14][43].
As seen in the example above, DSI and BDA are
becoming increasingly intertwined, yet with minimum
reflection in the literature. This paper seeks to breach
this gap by conducting a literature review that explores
the presence and potential of BDA in relation to DSI.
The aim is to identify areas and approaches where
BDA can create added value for service innovations.
Based on the results of the study we put forward a
research agenda aimed to further develop the DSI field
by highlighting opportunities arising from the
utilization of BDA.
Towards this end, we provide a brief overview of
DSI and BDA, which together set our literature search
boundaries. The methodology follows with a
description of our literature search and analysis.
Subsequently, the anatomy of DSI and its emergent
research streams are described, including BDA
contributions within these streams. Finally, a research
agenda is provided, by highlighting the research gaps
and guiding research questions, before we conclude.

2. Service innovation in digital ecosystems
Within the service innovation literature, three
trends can be observed: 1) a shift in focus from a
market-driven to a service-dominant (SD) mindset [9],
where service is considered the basis of exchange
rather than a variation of products [58], 2) the
emergence and theorization of digital platforms and
infrastructures that utilize third-party contributors to
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provide digital services [81,82], and 3) an interest in
digital platforms as sociotechnical phenomenon,
including actors, connections between actors, the
transactions along these connections and processes of
use [84,85], which link it to the concept of ecosystems.
Each of these trends represents an anchor for
grounding DSI research, on which we expand our
results in this paper. The focus on service as a unit of
analysis and of exchange in research and practice,
respectively, is key to DSI due to a) the transformative
role of ICT in creating new opportunities for
innovation in services [9], and b) the role of users as
co-creators of value [15][21].
Alternatively, digital platforms and infrastructures
can be found in various markets, but share common
architectural principles based on reuse and modularity.
This modular architecture symbolizes an ideal type of
generativity through the “overall capability to produce
unprompted change driven by large, varied and
uncoordinated audiences” [73, p. 1980].
Moreover, while service innovation extends beyond
traditional organizational boundaries into digital
ecosystems, the sociotechnical perspective reveals
interesting contemporary dynamics related to the DSI
process, and that of service use [63]. Nevertheless,
these trends overlap, as is evident through Eaton et
al.’s [86] definition of service innovation: “a novel
process of applying immaterial technology (operant
resources) on material technology (operand resources)
in order to create unforeseen value to other actors
through new (re-) combinations of the two by
leveraging the unique materiality of digital
technology.” [p. 5] For the purpose of this paper, we
take this definition and the above-mentioned trends as
our starting point to identify the relevant DSI literature.

3. Big data analytics
While the three trends presented above are well
documented and clearly anchored to service
innovation, this is not the case with BDA, albeit
gaining attention during the recent years. Specifically
in the IS field, special issues from the major journals
have been dedicated to, or included articles on, big
data1[22,23]. This trend has materialized more in
practice, where a “Data Scientist” has been one of the
hottest jobs in the market for a few years now [12][24].
This highlight on big data and data science is linked
to advancements in computing, sensors, networking
and data storage technologies that enable the collection
of data, often in real-time, to reach unprecedented
peaks [25,26]. Even though some scholars argue that
we always had a big data problem [27], it is relatively
1

recently that academia and the industry are working on
an explicit understanding for the phenomenon.
The literature on big data is filled with notions,
characteristics and properties, but rarely definitions.
One reason for this is that what we agree on to be ‘big’
data is continuously changing [11]. The most common
characteristics of big data are the 3 Vs: huge volumes,
high velocity, and variety of types and structures
[28,29]. Recently, two additional Vs have been
suggested: veracity and value residing in the data [30].
Wu et al. [31] describe big data through their
HACE theorem: “… heterogeneous, autonomous
sources with distributed and decentralized control, and
seeks to explore complex and evolving relationships
among data.” [p. 98]. This definition is similar to the 3
Vs, but calls for equal attention to the complex
relationships among data and evolutionary nature. Yet,
both approaches are relevant when the problem is
concerned with big data management.
However, shifting focus from big data management to
BDA, result in definitions where analytical processing
becomes the central component of big data. One of the
earliest definitions of BDA [33] highlights both the
social and the technical properties of big data as an
emerging
phenomenon,
while
encompassing
management and analytical challenges of big data.
Their definition incorporates the technological aspects
where development is sought to collect, store, process
and manage big data, as well as the analytical aspects
where value is generated through the extraction of
patterns supporting economic and social gains. In this
paper, we adopt this view of big data focusing on the
use of analytical techniques in order to generate
individual, economic or social value from big data.

4. Research method
To present an overview of the current literature on
big data-enabled DSI, we conducted a literature review
following [34]. With the challenge of searching within
two recent, seemingly disjoint domains; we followed a
3-stage process detailed in the following subsections.

4.1. Literature search
Identifying the relevant literature started with a
pilot search in ProQuest database, in order to construct
suitable search phrases. The literal phrase (‘big data
analytics’) was used as a search query for the BDA
subset of our literature, since it is an established and
commonly used keyword in published articles.
Literature within DSI, on the other hand, is not unified
under a common (set of) keyword, and the broader
term service innovation could be addressed from
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different facets. Thus the search query for DSI was
constructed from the following phrases (service AND
[innovation OR transformation OR improvement]
AND [digital OR ICT]). Our pilot search was also
confined within the subject areas of information
systems, computer science, economics, engineering &
technology, business and innovation disciplines, as
well as peer-reviewed journals and conference
proceedings. Results were limited to publications in the
English language, published as of December 31st 2015.
The search was then replicated on four other
databases: Scopus, Web of Science, IEEE Xplore, and
ACM; since they cover the top IS journals and
conferences [35]. In addition, 3 big data journals were
searched: Big Data Research, Big Data, and the Journal
of Big Data, using the same DSI search query.

4.2. Screening
After discarding duplicates, a total of 462 papers
were collected and ready to be screened (see Table 1).
This phase took place in two stages: title and abstract
screening and full-text screening. Screening was
primarily informed and bounded by the provided
definition of DSI [86] and the integrative view of BDA
[33]. Accordingly, big data literature that focused on a
particular technological framework, algorithm, or its
optimization was omitted for its lack of social
relevance. Similarly, literature on innovation theories
that lacked an ICT, digital technology dimension or
contribution to the IS field was excluded.
Table 1. Literature search results
Search steps
BDA
ProQuest
78
IEEE Xplore
166
Scopus
283
ACM DL
36
WoS
93
Big data journals
49
Total (with duplicates)
701
Total (without duplicates)
396
Filtered by abstract
69
Filtered by content
30
Added by backward & forward search 10
Total
40

DSI
16
11
72
0
40
-139
66
41
18
17
35

Collectively, 110 articles were selected based on
the abstract, downloaded and read for screening based
on content. Finally, 48 articles were read thoroughly
and 27 articles were added by means of backward and
forward search [36], yielding 75 articles to be
analyzed. The final set of papers to review was found
to be published between 2000 and 2015, with the
majority published after 2012 (see Fig.1).

Figure 1: Publication frequency

4.3. Synthesis & analysis
In order to understand the potential contribution or
role of BDA in DSI, we sought to analyze and describe
the anatomy of DSI literature first. As DSI represents
an emerging phenomenon, conventional content
analysis was found to be appropriate, as it avoids
preconceived categories [37]. To that end, DSI papers
were catalogued with tags on their reported problem
definition, application domain, and unit of analysis.
Clustering the literature along the former dimensions
revealed no consistent pattern. The unit of analysis,
however, revealed three main research streams that
synthesize the domain of DSI: (1) digital service, (2)
innovation process, and (3) digital infrastructures.
Using these three streams as a departure point for
synthesizing BDA literature, the corresponding subset
was analyzed in order to identify the existing and
potential contributions of big data towards DSI.
Existing research spanned the conceptual-empirical
continuum, providing the body of knowledge with a
wide range of research gaps and further opportunities.
The research gaps found can be classified into the
neglect-spotting mode of gap spotting identified by
Sandberg and Alvesson [38]. They represent either
overlooked, under researched areas, or studies that lack
empirical support for their arguments or results.
Further details are discussed in the following sections.

5. DSI enabled by BDA
Three dimensions emerged from the literature
analysis, with DSI at the intersection thereof (see
figure 2). The first dimension takes the service as a
primary unit of analysis interpreted as a static artifact
of innovation. The second dimension takes the
innovation process as a unit of analysis including the
stages and factors of the dynamic unfolding of service
innovation. The third dimension takes infrastructure as
a primary unit of analysis where enabling resources for
DSI and their properties are discussed, as well as the
surrounding ecosystem. For simplicity, we discuss
these three dimensions in three subsections, even
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though some studies have more than a unit of analysis
and/or handle issues surfacing at the intersection of
two dimensions. For example, while business models
can impact the service [55] as well as organizational
innovation processes [69], we chose to discuss them
under the latter dimension due to their dynamic nature.

5.1. The service
Service innovation has long taken the service as a
primary unit of analysis, while exploring different
service features and characteristics. Following this
trend the literature related to the service dimension of
DSI focuses on one or a few features, conceptualizes
and classifies services along a number of service
features, or discusses emerging variations of services.

Figure 2: Digital service innovation
5.1.1. Service features Literature focused on one or a
few features can be clustered into business, technology,
or interaction. The business cluster includes features
such as business objectives, funding and pricing.
Business objectives refer to the service provider’s
motives for offering the digital service. These
objectives could be strictly financial, but can also be
related to competitiveness, cost reduction, optimization
or customer loyalty [39]. BDA is regarded as an
enabling technology to realize, inform and steer such
objectives within various application domains [41].
The two features funding and pricing are mainly
discussed in relation to the conception, viability and
sustainability of a service. Traditionally, they represent
crucial provider-driven features, having implications
on business and revenue models. However, due to the
emergence of pay as you go and dynamic pricing
models, pricing is becoming a strong user-driven
feature reflecting a cornerstone in the value proposition
[39,40]. Dynamic pricing models are feasible due to
software as a service (SaaS) offering and BDA [51,52].
The technology cluster encompasses the
technological foundations upon which a service is
designed, mediated or delivered. Choices of
technology could be concerned with a component as

specific as a database or a whole service platform [39].
The choice of underlying technology also influences
the service delivery feature, albeit its user-oriented
nature. Choosing to design a service on a specific
technology (e.g. Android platform) has its implications
on the prospect users (Android phone users) to which
the service and associated content will be delivered
[16]. Literature on BDA provides interesting examples
of innovation along the technology cluster, where data,
information, knowledge and their associated analytical
capabilities are offered and delivered as services
through cloud infrastructures [14][44-46].
The third cluster, interaction, can be illustrated
through two representations. The first representation
refers to the interaction between a user and a digital
service through the service interface [39]. This type of
interaction has long benefited from research on humancomputer interaction (HCI), and is now witnessing the
emergence of research on intelligent and cognitive
service systems. BDA is identified among the key
technologies that enable such cognitive smart systems
[11]. Visual analytics (VA) of big data could be
regarded as a pillar to this type of interaction, since it
combines principles from HCI, advanced analytics and
visualization [48-50]. The second representation is
seen through interaction among users in social and
collaborative services. Increasingly, this type of
interaction also links to the business objective since the
interaction and the data it generates are becoming the
assets for companies such as LinkedIn and Facebook.
The big data generated on their platforms are used to
offer their users a variety of BDA-based services [47].
The third type, malleability, represents the ability to
respond or adapt to changing needs or changes in the
service. A good service design allows service providers
to be malleable in response to arising needs, and the
resulting changes would impact user malleability [39].
5.1.2. Service conceptualization The divide between
provider and user driven service features is a common
one. Sawng et al. [40] differentiate between these two
perspectives and assess their impact on the perceived
usefulness and intention of reuse of a service. In a
similar mode, Williams et al. [39] outline taxonomy to
classify digital services along the provider and design
objectives. Den Hertog’s [18] model of service
innovation is a different example of how services can
be categorized. The model focuses on service novelty
along four features: service concept, client interface,
service delivery system, and technology. Innovation is
not only realized when a new concept emerges, but can
occur in relation to any of the four features (i.e. new
context or through a new technology). While we found
no evidence of BDA literature supporting efforts of
service categorization, the potential persists for BDA
to offer novel insights to service science [10][57].
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5.1.3. Service variations Since Eaton et al.’s [86]
definition accommodates services that are not entirely
digitalized, our literature search yielded two service
variations: product-service systems (PSS) and
knowledge-intensive digital services (KIDS). PSS is
the combination of product and service – also called
servitization, often motivated by technological
development [8]. This led to the emergence of cyberphysical systems and the innovation of digitally
embedded services, especially in manufacturing
industries [9][53]. Just like manufacturing was affected
by automation, knowledge intensive industries are
witnessing a major change with digitization and BDA
[78]. Unlike KIDS, a few empirical cases of big data
enabled servitization have been reported in the
literature, from providing aircraft engines as services to
remote maintenance services, enabled through sensing,
adaptive learning and real-time data analysis [8][54].
Indeed, the service dimension covers different
aspects that promote innovative digital services. While
BDA contributes to the design and delivery of digital
services, as well as creating new opportunities for
service providers, the influence of BDA on user-driven
features such as malleability and perceptions of
innovativeness are yet to be explored. Using BDA to
for data-driven classification of services is believed to
bring in theoretical and practical knowledge in service
research. Moreover, further understanding of how
BDA enables innovation in cyber-physical systems and
KIDS – as variations of digital services – is needed.

5.2. The innovation process
This stream is the most pragmatic in its approach,
covering a range of issues affecting different stages of
the innovation process, from practical guides to
developing innovative digital services [63,64],
emerging business models for data-driven and digital
services [55,56][65], and participant contribution [66].
During the synthesis of the process-centric literature of
DSI, few papers were found to study the mechanisms
by which BDA contributes DSI process [41][79].
Yet, if we look at DSI and BDA as distinct fields
with regards to this stream, we can still see two
prevalent ways they can benefit one another. First,
process-centric DSI is wealthy with knowledge on
business models for innovation that could better inform
the realization of value from data analytics and
monetization of data [55,56]. Note that such studies
describe business models that nurture service
innovation, unlike service-specific business models
mentioned in the previous section. Second, BDA
enables the development of data science methods as
emerging modes of scientific enquiry [57]. For
example, BDA methods can be used to model service

networks, support decision-making at various phases
along the service innovation process and enhance an
organization’s environmental scanning and competitive
intelligence [19,20][23]. To understand these two
relationships better, we first take a closer look at the
status quo and role of technology in DSI processes.
In relation to this stream of DSI literature,
technology has primarily taken the role of operant
resource [15]; an enabler to the whole service
exchange and innovation processes. This role is
consistent with SD logic in the sense that the key
resources in exchange are presumed to be knowledge
and skills, which are enabled by IT, to act upon other
resources in order to create value [58]. However, more
recently Lusch and Nambisan [59] highlighted the role
of technology as both operant and operand resources.
This implies that technology could be an enabler as
well as an actor within the service ecosystems, making
it difficult to separate between the two roles.
Departing from the theorization of technology in
service innovation, scholars are mostly interested in
identifying how service innovations are realized. Two
distinct phases of IT-driven service innovation are
identified: (1) service design, and (2) implementation
[60,61]. During these two phases, the role of
technology is highlighted both on the micro and macro
levels. On the micro – service – level, IT is part of the
service concept or definition and an integral part of a
digital service [60]. Whereas on the macro – system –
level, the alignment of IT architecture and service
infrastructure with the strategy is vital [61,62].
Nevertheless, challenges emerge when putting such
practices to the test. One challenge is the strain
between the call for standardization and service
innovation. Hanseth and Bygstad [67] suggest that the
standardization strategy of flexible generification, a
bottom up approach that works from work processes
towards standardization of solutions, works best at
easing this tension. However, innovating services is not
always accomplished in a linear fashion, but rather in
open collaborative (OC) networks.
There have been calls for research on how BDA
can enable OC, by describing the complex network of
contributors and how they function. Since teams in OC
networks work on modules, it is important to
conceptualize and visualize their enacted roles from a
socio-technical multi-modal viewpoint. This gap
continues to grow and creates an opportunity for BDA
in modeling such networks and roles [20,23].
Two types of innovation processes include similar
challenges: a) harvested innovation, where a service
was deployed before, and b) discovered innovation
[68]. The first challenge is the lack of a clear
understanding of the collaborative processes by which
innovations are harvested or discovered, especially in
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the presence of big data. Second, when the innovation
network is already established, utilizing generated big
data to support new services is minimal. Accordingly,
the process of interpreting and enacting extracted
knowledge to decisions remains vague and random.
Even though very few studies investigated the
mechanisms of BDA-enabled innovation, analytical
insights could potentially support DSI through
modeling service networks, supporting decisionmaking, and enhancing environmental scanning
capabilities. In addition, organizations investing in
BDA could adopt emerging DSI business models to
monetize and generate value.

5.3. The infrastructure
Digital infrastructures can be described as the pillar
of DSI. In this context, DSI is described in terms of
combining digital and physical components to enable
the design and delivery of novel products or services
[16][59]. Such digital and physical technologies are
introduced within organizational contexts, which in
turn affect human actors, socio-material practices [69],
and even organizational identities [70]. Thus, this
stream takes particular interest in the properties and
innovation of the digital infrastructure, rather than the
innovation process or a specific service.
The properties of digital infrastructures have been
discussed in numerous papers from IS and other
disciplines. Kallinikos et al. [71] have reviewed most
of such properties, and argue that digital artifacts are
editable, interactive, reprogrammable and distributable.
These properties are generic and accommodate
different subcategories of digital artifacts: platforms,
infrastructures, and even digital products – including
digital content. Since digital products and content can
be regarded as variants of digital services, in this
stream we focus on digital platforms.
Some authors attribute the digital platforms’
innovative properties to their evolving architectures,
from modular architectures with tight coupling
between the device, network, service and content, to
layered modular architecture of loosely coupled
components [16]. Between those ends lies a continuum
of re-programmability and self-reference of platforms,
which promotes innovation but also raises issues of
integrity and structural flexibility [17,72].
Given the paradoxical tension between the integrity
of the digital platforms and the structural flexibility
that promotes innovation, boundary resources – such as
APIs – were introduced to manage such tension [9,17].
Yet again, this structural flexibility of digital platforms
invites distributed and uncoordinated actors to innovate
on such platforms. Think of mobile application
developers combining existing components and

boundary resources in new ways to deliver a new
digital service. DSI now features the generativity of
digital platforms, a concept that emerged initially as a
property of the Internet and the PC [73,74].
While digital platforms have been theorized in the
above-mentioned ways, big data platforms are yet to be
conceptualized in terms of properties and innovative
mechanisms. In section 5.1 we illustrated how big data
and Analytics-as-a-service (AaaS) reinforce each other,
but it is still unclear how the underlying service
platform would look like. On the conceptual side, some
researchers propose BDA systems as collective
intelligence systems [75]. Other scholars propose
cloud-based AaaS architectures as service provisioning
platforms [44,45]. On the other hand, Pääkkönen &
Pakkala [76] suggested reference architecture for big
data systems behind major digital services such as
Netflix and Facebook.
Alternately, in [14] a service-oriented decision
support system is designed to accommodate big data
and analytics in the cloud. Servitizing information is
provisioned in three forms. When data is almost raw,
very close to data collection, what is offered is known
as Data-as-a-Service. Information-as-a-Service is then
provisioned in later stages of data processing. Finally,
agile analytics or AaaS is provisioned in a form that
allows for agile decision-making based on knowledge
discovered from big data [14].
Using BDA within DSI ecosystems comes with its
own challenges. In social sciences, privacy concerns
rattle the most as data on individuals is collected in
great volumes and detail. Since our BDA definition
covers social and ethical values, privacy preservation
must form an essential pillar of big data activities
within service ecosystems. To date, efforts done
towards privacy preservation of service users have
always been met with a compromise on the quality of
studies in the fields of social sciences [11][13][32][77].
To sum up, digital infrastructures are theorized
from various perspectives. Digital platforms as a type
of infrastructure with properties such as layered
modularity, structural flexibility and generativity are
all discussed thoroughly in the literature, but do not
take big data and its analytical capabilities into
consideration. Understanding the role of digital
technologies and BDA in service innovation, whether
as an enabler or as a core artifact, helps us pinpoint
specific research gaps that we discuss in details next.

6. Discussion and research agenda
In the service dimension, conceptualization,
features and variations of digital services were
discussed. Models and taxonomies of services [39,40]
offer theoretical basis for classifying services;
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however, our scientific knowledge can be further
developed by data-driven classification thereof. BDA
was found to be a way to generate insights on users and
markets, but rarely on services [42,68]. Conducting
service segmentation could advance our understanding
of services and service decision-making. Hence, the
two research questions:.
• How can digital services be understood through
BDA? How can digital services be dynamically
clustered and profiled?
Service features shed light on important issues to
consider while designing new digital services. For
many of the features, it is quite clear how BDA
informs the design of services [43]. Taking an example
from the e-commerce domain, recommendation
services are designed with the business objectives of
cross-selling and customer satisfaction, and are enabled
by analytical techniques such as association rule
mining [42]. However, BDA is not utilized to support
other features such as malleability and perception of
innovativeness. A few scholars (e.g. [79]) studied the
relationship between analytics, innovativeness and
competitive advantage, albeit from service providers’
viewpoint. More studies are needed to report if and
how BDA insights affect malleability – of both user
and provider. Accordingly, the following research
question helps to further explore these relationships.
• How does BDA affect malleability of services?
As we move along the technological frontiers from
scarcity to abundance – of services and data – we
become in dire need to make sense and create value
from big data [11]. Analytical models are often
complicated and distant from the decisions they are
supposed to support. If the extracted knowledge is
difficult to comprehend by decision-makers or
consumed ineffectively through operational actions,
little to no value is created [41]. While research on
interaction and VA tackles this problem, it is still
limited compared to non-visual exploration and
analysis options of BDA. One potential area of
research that could allow for more intuitive service
decisions is that of visual analytics.
• How can BDA service models be simplified to be
consumed by non-technical users? What are the
visualization options to enhance the value of
extracted knowledge?
Even though the characteristics and features
provide a good understanding of services, there is a
knowledge gap on those variations of digital services
such as cyber-physical systems and KIDS. Especially
with regards to BDA, it is unclear how BDA enables
the design of services with associated products or
knowledge-intensive environments [19][54][78].
• How does BDA enable cyber-physical systems (or
PSS)?

How does BDA enable the design and delivery of
KIDS?
As we described earlier, the role of BDA in the
innovation process is not clearly evident in the
literature. Yet, we argue for two ways the domains of
DSI and BDA can benefit one another, along the
process of innovation. The first way is for DSI to make
use of BDA as a method for scientific enquiry [57].
When services are provisioned through a collaborative
network, the innovation process becomes more
challenging, both to understand and to conduct. This
calls for research to understand the dynamics of such
networks, the enacted roles and processes [20].
• How can BDA enable understanding DSI value
networks? How can BDA be used to capture
enacted roles and processes by which value
networks operate?
The second way is to study business models of DSI
to monetize over BDA efforts through value added
services [55,56][65]. Adopting such business models is
not a straightforward task, though, since other factors
come into play. LaValle et al. [41] argue that insights
that are closely linked with business strategy, easy to
use and embedded in the service workflow are crucial
to value creation from BDA. However, the dynamics
of this path could be different from one service
provider(s) to another, and the literature lacks this
knowledge. Thus, we suggest exploring the dynamics
of the innovation process of BDA-enabled services
through business models, while considering the values
of different stakeholders.
• How do BDA insights enable value creation and
value capture towards service innovation? How do
different business models influence this process?
Literature on DSI infrastructure points to an
increasing interest in their nature, mechanisms and
innovative capacity. They have been theorized in light
of their various properties, but the big data generated
on these platforms is often ignored. As big data
continues to grow on digital platforms and become
situated in surrounding ecosystems, we identify four
opportunities for DSI enabled by BDA, in relation to
infrastructure. For instance, it is argued that the higher
the homogenization of data combined from
heterogeneous sources, the higher the innovative
capacity is [16]. Since variety is an essential defining
property of big data, a research opportunity arises, in
which we would understand how the advancements of
big data could contribute to the homogenization, or
seamlessly accommodate the heterogeneity, of data and
in turn impact DSI.
• In what ways can big data enable a platform’s
layered modular architecture while imposing less
constraints of data homogenization?
•
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While the generativity of digital platforms has been
studied thoroughly [17][74], that of big data has been
rarely discussed [83]. In addition, the relationship
between platform generativity and big data remains
untapped in the context of service innovation. The
following questions act as guiding research questions:
• What is the relationship between digital platforms’
generativity and big data generation? How can big
data enable sustainable generativity of digital
platforms?
Privacy remains a burning issue in the age of big
data due to monetization and sharing of data. Social
actors, including users and citizens, are increasingly
concerned about the amount of information shared
about them and the compromises they need to make to
use a particular service [32,77]. Thus, this research
area needs to be tackled from legal, technical and
social perspectives. We suggest the following question:
• How can BDA techniques and methods be
improved to ensure privacy preservation in digital
service platforms?
The previous examples, while not comprehensive,
provide an overview on the discourse of DSI. By
deconstructing this domain, we found various research
gaps that may further develop our understanding of
BDA-enabled DSI, where these research questions act
as starting points to a way forward.

7. Concluding remarks
It has been experimental that revolution in science
has quite often been preceded by revolution in
measurement, whereby scientific discovery is
accustomed to make projections grounded on accepted
theories. Conversely, Big Data Analytics (BDA) is
currently adept at delivering trustworthy projections
based on executing a data science process while
seemingly abstaining from being theoretically
informed about the subject matter. The contribution of
this research lies in formally intertwining BDA and
DSI, a phenomenon observed in practice and is of
increasing interest to the IS community [78]. Towards
this end, we conducted a literature review to
deconstruct DSI and its constituent dimensions, and
how BDA contributes to the development thereof.
While it is most common for BDA to make
projections pertaining to the three identified DSI
dimensions, it is also shown that BDA research
benefits from digitalization and servitization; thus the
relationship is bidirectional. This marriage between the
two domains is setout to place foundations for future
research that would enable faster realizations of
innovative service design and delivery, which would
create value for businesses and the society in dataintensive environments.
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